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                                Shary Junco
                                
                                Nice to meet you...

                                
I am a designer, photographer, director, marketer, programmer, editor, producer, and creative jack-of-all trades. I specialize in studio design builds, capturing or running stand-up comedy shows, and storytelling. I am very good at making things that people want to engage with.                                
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                                    TWITTER
                                    INSTAGRAM
                                


                            
                            
                                                            
                            
                            
                        

                    
 


                    
                  
                   
                         
                                       Why consider me?

                                        
I directed so many projects, I stopped counting. Worked well over 15 years alongside high-level business executives before I moved to California in 2019. I know how to sell an idea very well. I ran operations for few comedy venues since I moved to Los Angeles, including creative branding, social media, and marketing. Now I promote comedians and actors independently. I also book and run my own comedy shows. I can build you a podcast studio, then edit your episodes from start to finish. Consider me your one-stop-shop.
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                                        Experience


                                        	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2YEARS

                                                    COMEDY STORE

                                                    Photographer
                                                    Live standup photography and videography. Co-produce standup comedy events. Capture and edit shows for promotion and social media. Photograph backstage headshots for comedians and actors.

                                                

                                                Present

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    4YEARS
                                                    
                                                    323 COMEDY

                                                    Producer
                                                    I am a mini production studio for comedians and entertainers. I photograph and film live shows, manage social media and marketing assets. I book and produce a handful of comedy shows. I also design and build podcast studios from the ground up. From ticketing to managing sales, venues, and artists. I do all of it.

                                                

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    3YEARS
                                                   
                                                    MELROSE PODCASTS

                                                   Editor + Designer
                                                    Photography and branding assets. Create pitch decks and manage social media. Designed and constructed podcast studios for Comedy Store regulars and independent clients. Directed, edited, filmed, recorded, and published content.

                                                

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2YEARS
                                                    
                                                    LAUGH FACTORY

                                                    Creative Director
                                                    Comedian headshots and special requests. Marquee and social media graphics. Creative marketing. 
                                                    Web design and prototype development. Interactive displays and photo editing.

                                                

                                                2019

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2YEARS
                                                    
                                                    HOLLYWOOD IMPROV

                                                    Box Office + Barback
                                                    Box office operations. Social media design and management. Handled customer and talent phone calls. Ticketing and customer service. Comedian payouts and guest lists. Barback and inventory management.

                                                

                                                2019

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2YEARS

                                                    ELEVUX

                                                    Creative Director
                                                    Team direction and creative management. User experience and gamification. Interface and application design. International brand marketing and advertising. Print collateral.

                                                

                                                2014

                                            
	
                                                
                                                                                    
                                                    7YEARS
                                                    
                                                    CTS AGENCY
                                                    Creative Director
                                                    Wireframes and prototypes. Wordpress development. Backend management. Training and supervision. Brand activation and social media campaigns. Print collateral. Marketing and advertising.


                                                

                                                2012

                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    7YEARS
                                                    
                                                    PLANT STREET STUDIOS

                                                    Creative Director
                                                    Lead graphic designer and web developer. UX and UI designs. Typography and branding. Storyboard commercials and experiential concepts. Conceptual illustrations. Photo editing. Project and account management. Transcribe and lead meetings for CEO and COO.

                                                

                                                2010

                                            


                                    


                                

                            

                        

                    
 



                      
                                            
                        
                            
                                

                                    
                                        

                                            
                                                Set Design
                                                


                                                
                                                    I have studied both design and stagecraft for most of my career. I can conceptualize and construct a creative podcast studio, a custom set for your next show, or even something special for a fun photoshoot.
                                                
     
                                                    See Examples
                                                                                   
                                            
  

                                            
                                                Editing

                                                
                                                   I wear many editing hats when it comes to editing. Video, audio, images, and copy. I can cover all of your editing needs to ensure your project looks and sounds as sharp as possible.
                                                
  
                                                    See Examples
                                            
                               



                                            
                                                Directing

                                                
                                                     A leader of projects and manager of creatives. Creating deliverables of any size or medium, from the ground up. I have an eye for storytelling and running a good show. From videography to experiential design, I can take on any project and see it through to completion.
                                                
 
                                                    See Examples
                                            
  


                                            
                                                Photography

                                                
                                                    A visual storyteller who loves to play with light and special effects. I am an expert cinematographer who can offer so much more than pretty pictures to help entertainers land their next gig or effectively capture performers and their audience.
                                                
 
                                                    See Examples
                                            
 

                                            
                                                Marketing

                                                
                                                   Advertising and social media expert who can get into the mind of any viewer simply because she is the viewer and understands how to effectively pitch a good idea.
                                                
               
                                                    See Examples
                                            
 


                                            
                                                  Graphic Design

                                                
                                                    Graphic artist, pixel manipulator, illustrator, and logo machine, all wrapped up into one full-stack designer. I can handle printed media, branding materials, and interactive projects from start to finish.
                                                
                                      
                                                    See Examples
                                            
                               

                                            
                                                Illustration

                                                
                                                   Drawing my whole life allows me to create fine art, storyboard your next project, or turn you into a caricature. My pencil is just as mighty as my keyboard and mouse.
                                                
                                      
                                                    See Examples
                                            
 


                                            
                                                  Programming

                                                
                                                    A full-stack developer that can build your website or online application. I am also a master of fixing bugs or making your code as efficient as possible.
                                                
                                        
                                                    See Examples
                                            
  

                                            
                                                Producing

                                                
                                                    I book, promote, capture, and run a variety of live comedy shows. I can also direct and make that passion project you always wanted to complete and finally make it a reality.
                                                
                                         
                                                    See Examples
                                            
  

                                            
                                                Branding

                                                
                                                    It doesn't matter if you have a brand you have been building for decades or if you are just starting to develop an idea of what it should be. I can create and maintain your image.
                                                
                                         
                                                    See Examples
                                            
 
                                            
                                                Videography

                                                
                                                Not only do I have an eye for the composition of a scene, I can also light the room, capture your audio professionally, and edit the final product. My ability to tell a story well is just icing on the cake.

                                                
                                         
                                                    See Examples
                                            

                                            
                                                Management

                                                
                                                    All these skills have allowed me to not only manage talent, but also lead projects of any kind. Two decades of the creative life with a lot of project mangement makes me very confident in what I do.
                                                
                                         
                                                    See Examples
                                            
  

                                            
                                                Writing

                                                
                                                    I have been writing and editing copy my entire life because I love to read. Also addicted to good storytelling, from novels to the big screen. And I never run out of new plot points or ideas.
                                                
                                         
                                                    Email me for Samples
                                            
 


  

                                         
                                                Voice Acting

                                                
                                                    I am a skilled voice over actress with a handful of accents and come with years of improv experience. This allows me to offer a range of different characters and emotions in all of my voice over work.
                                                
                                         
                                                    VO Samples
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                                                    Executive Assistant
                                                
                
                                                95%

                                            



                                        

                                    


                                    
                                        
                                                                                    
                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                   
                                                    
                                                
                                                    Director
                                                
                
                                                100%
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                                                    About Me

                                                    
                                                        I moved across the country seeking creativity and talent...
                                                       
                                                    

                                                    Who have you worked with?
Networking has never been so easy and fun than it is here in L.A. I have been fortunate enough to work with comedians and actors like Michael Rapaport, Harland Williams, Matt Rife, Brent Morin, and Tim Dillon to name a few. 
                                                    

                                                    Interests or values?

                                                    Laughing, art, music, and cinema are huge passions that have been with me my entire life. Loyalty is also a big one. The best relationships I've ever had all started with trust and a good idea.
                                                    

                                                    What do they say about you?

                                                    Anyone who has worked with me knows they can rely on my ability to understand their vision. I tend to personally handle everything from start to finish. If you hand me a project, no matter the level of complexity, I will get it done correctly the first time around.

                                                    Weaknesses?

                                                    My biggest weakness is working too much and trying to make it perfect. I truly believe everything just takes hard work which is most likely why I find it so hard to simply stop and take a break.

                                                    What is your goal here?
I am looking for someone that can utilize and possibly challenge me.
                                                    It doesn't matter to me if I'm leading a team, assisting the owner of a business, or working with talent. The payoff for me is helping other brilliant minds find success through my work.
                                                    

                                                    Why so special?

                                                         I can offer so much more than pretty pictures because I am the audience and the consumer. I am a curious photographer, designer, illustrator, and wannabe cellist. I like to tell stories. I like to listen too. 
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